MR imaging in progressive multifocal leukoencephalopathy.
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The MR imaging appearance of progressive multifocal leukoencephalopathy is described in four cases that were confirmed by brain biopsy. Characteristic aspects are long T1 and long T2 lesions limited to white matter. At first the lesions are round or oval, then confluent and large. There is no mass effect. The involvement is most often asymmetric and distant from the periventricular region. The differential diagnosis includes other diseases affecting white matter: demyelination, infarction, infection, and tumors.

Progressive multifocal leukoencephalopathy (PML) is a viral demyelinating disease of the central nervous system that primarily affects immunocompromised hosts. The ability of MR imaging to detect white-matter abnormalities is now well known [1–4]. Four pathologically proven cases of PML were reviewed to assess the MR appearance and to compare that with the CT features.

Subjects and Methods

The clinical features and CT and MR scans of four patients in whom PML was diagnosed on pathologic study were reviewed. MR was performed with the approval of the Research Ethics Committee of the Royal Postgraduate Medical School, following the guidelines published by the National Radiological Protection Board [5]. The patients were examined on a Picker prototype MR system operating at 0.15 T, as previously described [6]. The sequences used included spin-echo (SE), with a repetition time (TR) 1580 ms and echo time (TE) 80 ms (SE 1580/80), and inversion-recovery (IR) with a repetition time (TR) 1500 ms, inversion time (TI) 500 ms, and echo time (TE) 44 ms (IR 1500/500/44).

Results

Case 1

A 62-year-old woman was admitted for assessment of a 4-month history of left hemiparesis. She was on treatment with steroids for fibrosing alveolitis. CT showed multifocal low-density lesions in the right frontal and parietal white matter and adjacent to the right anterior ventricular horn, which did not display contrast enhancement (Fig. 1). MR showed multiple confluent areas of increased signal intensity in the right hemisphere (frontal, parietal, and occipital white matter) using the SE 1580/80 sequence (Fig. 1). There was no mass effect. A right frontal biopsy was performed and the pathologic study revealed lesions consistent with PML.

Case 2

A 46-year-old man with a 1-year history of chronic lymphocytic leukemia presented with a 3-month history of adverse seizures, left hemiparesis, left side neglect, gait apraxia, dressing apraxia, left homonymous hemianopia, and drowsiness. CT revealed low-density lesions in the white matter (both frontal lobes and right parietal lobe) that did not enhance. On SE 1580/80 sequences, MR showed asymmetric areas of increased signal intensity in both hemi-
spheres; there were two large lesions in the right frontal and right parietal white matter, and smaller lesions in the right internal capsule and left frontal white matter. On IR 1500/500/44 sequences, the lesions appeared as areas of decreased signal intensity in the same topography. No mass effect was noted. A right frontal biopsy was performed and the pathologic examination showed typical features of PML.

Case 3

A 47-year-old woman developed left hemiplegia, pseudobulbar palsy, cerebellar ataxia, and disorientation over a 5-month period. CT showed multifocal and bilateral low-density lesions in the white matter; there was a moderate and homogeneous contrast enhancement at the periphery of a right parietal lesion. On MR (SE 1580/80), the lesions appeared as areas of increased signal intensity in frontal and parietal white matter (both sides), in right internal and external capsules, and in right occipital white matter. No mass effect was observed. The pathologic examination, after a right frontal biopsy, showed definite PML.

Case 4

A 34-year-old woman presented with a 6-month history of right-sided headaches and left hand and leg paresthesia. She subsequently developed unsteady gait, nystagmus, drowsiness, and slurred speech. CT showed low-density lesions in right parietal and temporal lobes without contrast enhancement or mass effect (Fig. 2). On SE 1580/80 sequences, MR showed areas of increased signal intensity in the right frontal, temporal, and parietal white matter, right mesencephalon, cerebellar peduncles, and left temporal white matter (Fig. 2). There was no mass effect. A biopsy was performed in the right temporal lobe and the pathologic study indicated a probable PML. There was no clinical follow-up.
In all four patients, the lesions were better seen on MR than on CT, with a good contrast between normal and abnormal white matter, and the extent appeared greater on MR in all cases.

Discussion

PML is related to an infection by a Papovavirus in an immunocompromised host, mostly in Hodgkin's disease and chronic lymphocytic leukemia, but also in AIDS patients and in patients treated with steroids or immunosuppressive drugs. Some cases have been reported without associated disease [7, 8]. The pathologic study reveals a demyelination with major abnormalities of oligodendrocytes. There is a destructive alteration of oligodendrocytes, most often at the periphery of the lesion. The nucleus is enlarged and contains irregular basophilic or eosinophilic inclusions. Within the center of the lesion, oligodendrocytes are absent. Initially, the lesions are small and either round or oval; later, they become confluent and large. The disease begins in the subcortical white matter, then spreads to deeper areas. The cortical gray matter is usually spared. There is no relationship to cerebral vessels, meninges, or the ventricular system. The involvement is most often asymmetrical. There is no preferential localization in the central nervous system but the spinal cord is infrequently reached. The clinical presentation varies with the sites involved: hemiparesis and intellectual disorders are frequent. The CT appearances have been described by several authors [7, 9]. There are low-intensity lesions in the white matter following the contours of the gray-white matter interface. They correspond to the association of demyelination and edema. Contrast enhancement and mass effect are rarely encountered.

MR has now demonstrated its accuracy in detecting white-matter diseases [1-4]. In PML, the common aspect is multiple long T1, long T2 lesions, involving asymetrically the white matter, without mass effect or connection with blood vessels, meninges, or ventricles. The regions of long T1 and long T2 probably result from the combination of demyelination and edema. It is not possible at present to differentiate the two abnormalities. MR appears more precise than CT in the detection and assessment of PML as it gives a better contrast between normal and abnormal white matter and gray matter. The biopsy site, too, may be more easily determined. In the differential diagnosis, other demyelinating conditions may be considered. In multiple sclerosis, there is an important periventricular involvement; in the other leukoencephalopathies, the extent is often symmetrical. Cerebral infarcts have a vascular topography in gray and white matter. The chronic vascular lesions in elderly patients have a periventricular distribution. In primary and secondary brain tumors, the mass effect is important and there is no limitation to the white matter, but the surrounding edema may be very similar to PML. Primary brain lymphoma may sometimes look like PML, with abnormalities confined to white matter and absence of mass effect. An association between these two diseases has been described [10]. As PML occurs mainly in immunodepressed patients, various cerebral infections may be encountered (toxoplasmosis, bacterial infections). In the early stages, the multiple lesions are not limited to the white matter; when an abscess is formed, a mass effect is frequent.

PML may therefore be diagnosed when MR shows long T1, long T2 asymmetrical lesions confined to white matter, distant from the periventricular region, without mass effect. The definitive diagnosis must be confirmed by brain biopsy.
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